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TODAY THE JEWS, TOMORROW CIVILIZATION 
 
 

In our Booklet, “Triumph of the Righteous,” we drew a conclusion – which may 

remain controversial – that in the last two millennia two stories associated with 

Jews gave us two incredible outcomes: 

 

Outcome I. For the Jews, in spite of being a near “Permanent Foreign Minority” in  

multiple geographic locations, for long durations,  

 

AND, in spite of constantly accumulating hostile “Blood Libels,” the Jews  

survived two millennia to see the revival of their nation on their historic 

land on May 15, 1948. 

 

 AND, in the last 75 years, fighting and winning every one of tens of wars  

against forces far in excess of Israel’s manpower always vastly 

supported by major world powers in weapons, resources, and hostile-

to-Israel international institutions – invariably hostile to Israel, and 

predictably so. 

 

 AND, in spite of the worst century (the 20th) in the entire millennia of Jewish 

tribes’ existence: 

 

 

Outcome II For the Perpetrators (“Perps” in our vocabulary) of the worst crimes  

against Jews, humanity and civilization, a defeat of biblical proportion 

(akin to suicide) engulfed them. 

 

Although not an original conclusion of ours, we strongly believe and 

must believe that it was divine intervention engulfing the perps by an 

imbecilic, demented, insane, cultish, totalitarian, deterministic near-

theological belief in Jewish existential threat to Aryan blood.  
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TODAY THE JEWS, TOMORROW CIVILIZATION – Continued  
 
Jews have paid, unquestionably, a humongous price for the outcome.  
 
A price of this magnitude cannot be repeated.   
 
To avoid repetition, let us engage in some analysis. 
 

• Calmly, without excess panic, what needs to be done.   
Earnestly, the October 7, 2023 Hamas operation is a natural panic inducer. 
 

• Consider calmly, without excess panic, how the entire world of decent and 
semi-decent allies of the Western Democracies were panic stricken when 
France was lasting only 47 days before surrender. 
 

• Without adulation, calmly look at the German seemingly “invincible” 
Blitzkrieg machine who made some serious boo-boos re: air war with a 
stubborn Churchill’s Britain, how North African battles didn’t turn quite right, 
how the attack (“Barbarossa Operation” against Russia) got delayed by 
weeks and got stuck in Ukraine mud and Moscow snow. 
 

• How all of a sudden, the three-front war, (Western Europe, North Africa, 
Russian front) NONE turned just right.  Calmly examine the real “boo-boos:” 
shortage of fuel (very serious), shortage of manpower (sick slave labor 
doesn’t work well), huge shortage of chemicals, steel, shortage of 
transportation assets, insanely excessive detailed administrative / legal 
documentation of all missions. 
 

• Finally, and most importantly, really look at the insane activation of the fourth 
German front – the extermination of Jews. 
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It is this fourth front that helps bury the Reich.   
 

Just on the SS “Management Size” alone, the force grew from 60,000 SS Ph.D.’s 

in 1940 to 250,000 SS Ph.D.’s in 1945.   

 

To create orderly transports, a serious logistics logjam conflicted human and war 

material supplies delivery.   

 

The insane administrative controls system ate up a huge manpower contingent.  

Thousands of camps of different mission / function / controls provided significant 

management issues re a vast continental size logistics load.  Add to it extensive 

partisan attacks all over, making the Nazis’ headaches constantly grow. 

 

• Even more importantly, the U.S. manufacturing capacity  
 

– One Liberty ship released per day 
 

– Numerous planes, trucks, landing vehicles were daily supplied to 

battlefields with U.S. logistics genius 

 
America never stopped to produce chewing gum and cigarettes and 

lipstick for the gorgeous female “Rosie Riveters” and pilots of planes to 

embarkation ports. 

 

Nobody has ever seen, imagined, a tobacco-chewing colonel running 

logistics like America created at numerous logistics key ports. 

 

No nations like the U.S. and Britain have ever been better in war 

leadership than Roosevelt and Churchill, no matter what one thinks of 

their politics. 

 

Thus, let’s calmly examine what we promised. 
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A much more detailed treatment of German ineptness is presented by Adam 

Tooze in a seminal book, “The Wages of Destruction.” 

 

We are simply satisfied with nailing down the German perps and stick them to 

remarkable and now understandable failures. 

 

The Tooze analyses provides a remarkable opportunity to nail down the 

antisemites of all sorts and deliver one TKO after another.  We just pick a few. 

 

 

Consider the numerous terrorist organizations roaming the Middle East for many 

decades.  There is no need to use any excess brainpower to quickly grasp a few 

“basics” about these multiple terrorist groups. 

 

1. In order to be “successful,” they (the terrorist organizations) need money – 

much money.   

 

2. Their sources of money are no other than the multiple different countries, 

sheikdoms, whose incomes, due to oil / gas sales, is very high.  Some of 

these entities will eventually run out of the black gold, but many will not.   

 

It is possible to classify these multiple countries in general categories:  

(a) Have money, have oil (b) Have no money but have employable terrorists 

who can extort money (c) Have no money, no oil, but have a major power as 

a “Sugar Daddy.” 

 

3. Finally, some terrorist organizations have functioned under different regimes 

in many countries.  Some, unconnected to the energy sector, are plainly 

suppliers of muscle to achieve political gains. 
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The terrorist sector of Islam has been undergoing several developmental 

iterations. 

 

ISIS has in recent decades advocated extreme khalifates, believing in extreme 

barbaric practices to enforce Islam everywhere.  Hamas, an enemy of its ISIS 

“brothers,” has its own favorite enemy in “Islamic Jihad.”  Hamas, decimated the 

Fatah sect in Gaza and thus probably kissed a Palestinian State goodbye. 

 

Something happened to ISIS during Obama’s 2008, 2012 terms.  The mild Obama 

style of handling world affairs called for handling Iran with kid gloves believing that 

Iran might moderate and join a tolerable good order in the Mideast.  But the milder 

Obama got, the tougher Iran behaved and ISIS became rabid.  Eventually, Obama 

organized a huge coalition (nearly 80 nations) to subdue ISIS. 

 

 

Obama’s good wishes resulted in the huge coalition being very tepid in its war.  A 

single sortie of a plane or two made ISIS laugh.  And then, in 2015, it got even 

worse.  A Jordanian pilot, shot down by ISIS, was publicly displayed burning in his 

cage.  Trump’s response was quick and hard and the ISIS Khalifate was quickly 

beheaded. 

 

 

The most important outcome was that ISIS, having engaged in major oil truck 

trafficking, was quickly decimated and they got the message … it wasn’t the 

environmental pollution …. 

 

Hamas has been preparing its October 7, 2023 complex operation in order to 

show its prowess.  With time that passed, the Hamas operation has shown a 

major fault. 
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Hamas disclosed an operation that brought it no advantage. 

 

The way that ISIS erred in burning a caged Jordanian pilot, Hamas committed 

incredible war crimes.  Believing that the U.N. and the media will behave “as 

usual,” it turned out that every Hamas action was a clear, sustained war crime. 

 

Israel’s disclosures cannot be denied and now the Hamas perps that committed 

the unspeakable crimes must die.  The usual European appeasers have 

unmasked that the entire Gaza strip will be Dresden-like.  Please don’t doubt it. 

 

But all of the above is minor compared to a new set of Mideast likely 

developments. 

 

A single attack on Iranian oil terminal facilities when combined with sinking Iranian 

naval communications vessels will diminish the missile attacks from Iraq and Syria 

on oil tankers.  The uncertainty of reliable oil supplies cannot bode China well. 

 

The likelihood of the U.N. money supply from the U.S. will quickly diminish, the 

stupid idea of taxing major powers based on their GDP is likely to die. 

 

A looming change in the administration is likely to improve the Abraham Accord. 

 

Most Poison Ivy Institutions will have sizeable facility reductions 700 → 7 or less. 

 

Remember, he who cuts off a child’s head and has millions of 

supporters should forfeit the right to live. 
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Numerous Booklets have already argued how insane the terrorists have emerged 

in the 2020’s. 

 

The insanity of the Nazis has rubbed off on the terrorists ceaselessly.  It is likely 

that many will bombard the idiots.   

 

Consider the Neuengamme example.  I keep using it because it is a phenomenal 

German idiocy indicator. 

 

Hitler commits suicide in his bunker.  Himmler (the SS leader) orders all SS camp 

commanders to avoid surrendering any camps.  A Northern Germany camp 

(Neuengamme) stuffs 8,000 camp residents into German warships.  A British 

squadron sees the two ships leaving the port and sinks the warships and their 

loaded victims.   

 

What kind of Satan’s mind does one have to just let the poor souls die for reasons 

unthinkable. 

 

We, at PGC, expect to bombard the subject unceasingly. 


